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ABOUT THE CURRICULUM 
This curriculum has been specifically designed to support coaches with the delivery of soccer 
activities that are specific and relatable to the developmental needs of athletes aged 6 and 7 
years (1st – 2nd grade).   

The resources enclosed look at the whole child and uses the art form of soccer to support the 
holistic development of the student. We acknowledge through the curriculum that we need to 
consider a variety of social-environmental, psycho-social, physical and mental variables to be 
able to encourage participation and performance.

The curriculum has been specifically designed to also include social and emotional learning 
(S.E.L.) themes within its lesson guides. The inclusion of SEL within sporting activities is of 
growing interest to community and school-based programs. While developing fundamental 
soccer skills, coaches can also support the child's awareness of self, and can help modify or 
sustain key behaviour's that can help students away from the field and inside the classroom. 

Above all the curriculum is there to act as a workable guideline to how we as administrators can 
create safe, positive, engaging learning environments for students to grow and nurture through 
soccer.
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SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL 
LEANRING (S.E.L) INCLUSION



SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL LEARNING 
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Social and emotional learning (SEL) is the process through which children and adults acquire and effectively apply the 
knowledge, attitudes, and skills necessary to understand and manage emotions, set and achieve positive goals, feel and 
show empathy for others, establish and maintain positive relationships, and make responsible decisions. (Casel, 2017)

This curriculum focuses on 5 key SEL Themes:
- Self Awareness and Desire to Achieve
- Teamwork and Corporation 
- Motivation & Movement Towards Goals
- Perseverance
- Resilience

It is our aim to explore these key themes within our lessons and imbed conversations within the delivery time to create 
practical illustrations and experiences for students. 



PLAYER DEVELOPMENT 



PLAYER DEVELOPMENT | DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE 
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Specialization Age Objective

FUNdamental Stage Females	6-8
Males	6-9

Learn Fundamental	movement	
skills

Learning	to	Train Females	8-11	
Males	9-12	

Learn	fundamental	soccer	skills

Training	to	Train	Stage Females	11-15	
Males	12-16	

Build	the	aerobic	base	and	build	
strength	toward	the	end	of	the	
phase	and	further	develop	

soccer-specific	skills

Training	to	Compete	Stage Females	15-17	Males	16-18 Optimize	fitness	preparation	and	
sport,	individual	and	position	

specific	skills	as	well	as	
performance

Training	to	Win	Stage Females	17+	Males	18+	 Maximize	fitness	preparation	
and	sport,	individual	and	

position	specific	skills	as	well	as	
performance



PLAYER DEVELOPMENT | AGE REGULATIONS 
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PLAYER DEVELOPMENT | PRE-ADOLESCENTS  
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TECHNICAL

TACTICAL

PHYSICAL

PSYCHO-SOCIAL

• SKILL DEVELOPMENT
• GAME-BASED APPROACH
• EMPHASIS ON TECHNIQUE 

• INTRODUCTION/DEVELOPMENT OF PRINCIOLES OF PLAY
• POSITIONAL AWARENESS 
• COGNITION AND DECISION MAKING  

• BUILDING AEROBIC/ANAEROBIC CAPACITY 
• ADDITION TO AEOROBIC/ANEROBIC TRAINING  
• INTRODUCTION/DEVELOPMENT OF WHOLE BODY EXERCISES 

• PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES (ADOLESCENCE)   
• SELF CRITICAL  
• INCREASE PEER INFLUENCE 
• MOTIVATION TO LEARN SKILLS 
• HOW – WHEN, WHERE, WITH WHO



LESSON PLANS



METHOD OF COACHING 
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ORGANIZE

DEMONSTRATEOBSERVE 

TEACH

LIFELONG	
PARTICIPATION

IMPROVED	
PERFORMANCE	

PHYSICAL	
LITERACY	



Curriculum Session template
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SEL THEME: An explanation of the SEL theme and its attributes.

DISCUSSION POINTS Open ended questions to use during activity stoppages to reinforce the SEL session theme 
and to assess participant understanding.

WARM UP SKILL ACTIVITY EXPANDED ACTIVITY GAME

SET UP: How to prepare for the 
activity 
DESCRIPTION: How to best 
deliver the activity and provide and 
understanding of the activity 

LOOK OUT FOR: What to find 
within the session that can 
highlight the sessions SEL theme.

THESE ARE YOUR 3 COACHING TO COACH AND REINFORCE DURING THE SESSION 

SET UP: 

DESCRIPTION:

LOOK OUT FOR:

SET UP:

DESCRIPTION:

LOOK OUT FOR:

SET UP:

DESCRIPTION:

LOOK OUT FOR:

Visual Reference Visual Reference Visual Reference 



Week 1 | Dribbling | Self Awareness & Desire to Achieve 
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Self Awareness: Conscious knowledge of one's own character, feelings, motives, and desires.
Desire to achieve: Amount of effort an individual is willing to offer to work towards achieving specific task or goals set.

DISCUSSION POINTS
Q. How does it feel to achieve your goal or how does it feel to not?
Q. How do you think you achieved the goal or why do you think you did not?
Q. What are you willing to do to achieve your goal and desires?

WARM UP SKILL ACTIVITY EXPANDED ACTIVITY GAME

SET UP: A line of cones with one player 5 
feet behind one on each side

DESCRIPTION: Players dribble to the 
cone and cut the ball to the right or left 
(switch between the 2) to get past the 
“defender”

LOOK OUT FOR: Feelings of 
achievement

(1) Keep the ball close using plenty of soft touches (2) Use different services of the foot to stop and turn (3) Accelerate by pushing the ball in front of you. 

SET UP: Everyone has a ball, create one 
large square with cones 

DESCRIPTION: Simon Says. Players 
dribble around the square while the coach will 
say Simon Says left foot only, stop on ball, 
etc. Test their listening skills and capability to 
make quick decisions

LOOK OUT FOR: Individual awareness

SET UP: Have ¼ of the players without a 
ball and everyone in the square

DESCRIPTION: Players without a ball 
attempt to steal another ball. Players without 
a ball walk while players with a ball may run. 

LOOK OUT FOR: Individual desire

SET UP: Add two goals.

DESCRIPTION: 7v7 game. Split players 
into 3 teams and rotate if required,

LOOK OUT FOR: Behavior when 
conceding a goal. Do they react 
negatively/blame others? Encourage team 
support and desire to work back from 
diversity.



Week 2 | Passing and Moving | Teamwork
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Teamwork: The combined action of a group of people, especially when effective and efficient. 

DISCUSSION POINTS
Q. How can working within a team help you to create greater success?
Q. Who could be considered as a teammate within soccer and in your life?
Q. Where else may working as a team help and support you?

WARM UP SKILL ACTIVITY EXPANDED ACTIVITY GAME

SET UP: Groups of four, one ball per 
group. 30x30 space.

DESCRIPTION: Payers focus on passing 
and receiving freely. See how creative the 
players can get while moving around and 
passing the ball.

LOOK OUT FOR: Communication and 
team support.

(1) Find open space that supports the player with the ball. (2) Open up the hips and use the inside of your foot to pass (3) lock your ankle in your kicking leg for accuracy 

SET UP: Two cones per each group of two 
players
DESCRIPTION: Players attempt to pass the 
ball through the cones to work on accuracy. 
As players improve, move cones closer 
together or players farther away.

LOOK OUT FOR: Player ability to adapt to 
a more difficult target.

SET UP: Make 3 teams and a square with 
cones
DESCRIPTION: Players work together to 
pass the ball around the other team. First 
team to make 5 consecutive or 20 total passes 
(whichever you may prefer) wins. Rotate 
teams accordingly
LOOK OUT FOR: individual roles within a 
team and its contribution to team success.

SET UP: two goals remain. One Ball

DESCRIPTION: 7v7 game. Split players 
into 3 teams and rotate if required,

LOOK OUT FOR: Type of communication 
between teammates. Positive or Negative?  
Understanding individual roles within a team 
and their contribution to overall team 
success.



Week 3 | Attacking And Beating A Defender | Motivation & Movement Towards Goals
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Motivation: The desire or willingness of someone to act or behave in a particular way.
Passion: Strong emotional relationship to a particular act or interests

DISCUSSION POINTS
Q. What are you trying to achieve and how can we break it down and made simpler?
Q. What realistic goals can you set for your task? What can we do once we achieve theme?
Q. Where else may setting helpful goals and targets help and support you in life?

WARM UP SKILL ACTIVITY EXPANDED ACTIVITY GAME

SET UP: Groups of two, one ball per 
group. 30x30 space.

DESCRIPTION: One player dribbles with 
the ball, second player follows without. On 
coaches call, defender attempts to steal the 
ball while the attacker attempts to dribble 
past them
LOOK OUT FOR: Attention to the task 
and how attention effects behavior.

(1) Find open space behind the defender. (2) Time your final touch away from the defender (3) accelerate into the available space to create an angle to pass or shoot.

SET UP: 30x30 space with goals on each 
side. Assign each player a number
DESCRIPTION: Players are split into two 
teams. Players start on sideline next to the 
coach. The coach will throw a ball into play 
and call numbers. 2-3 players attempt to pass 
and score a goal. New players in after a goal 
or if ball goes out of play.
LOOK OUT FOR: Movement as a team.

SET UP: 2v1. 30x30

DESCRIPTION: 2 players with 1 ball will 
attack one defenseman in attempt to score a 
goal. After goal is scored or ball is cleared by 
defense, rotate players

LOOK OUT FOR: Quick decision making 

SET UP: two goals remain. One Ball

DESCRIPTION: 7v7 game. Split players 
into 3 teams and rotate if required,

LOOK OUT FOR: Individual goal (# of 
passes, crosses, blocks, saves, etc).

1 12 23 3 44



Week 4 | Turning with the ball | Perseverance 
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Perseverance: Willingness to do something despite difficulty or delay in achieving success

DISCUSSION POINTS
Q. Why is it important to continue working towards difficult tasks?
Q. How can perseverance help you with turning on the ball?
Q. What aspects to your life might require you to persevere?

WARM UP SKILL ACTIVITY EXPANDED ACTIVITY GAME

SET UP: One ball each. 30x30 space. 
Cones spread out around space.

DESCRIPTION: Players dribble and move 
around the space. Coach will work on 
different turn:
- Outside of the foot or inside of the foot
- Bottom of foot to drag back/pull back 
LOOK OUT FOR: Positive attitude for 
practice.

(1) Look around before turning with the ball to identify space (2) Use left foot to turn left and right foot to turn right (3) Accelerate after turn to next position

SET UP: Groups of 3. Create large circle
DESCRIPTION: Two players on the outside 
of the circle, (opposite of each other) one 
player on inside. Outside player passes the 
ball to inside player who turns, dribbles to 
other outside player, and passes. Repeat and 
switch inside players as needed.
LOOK OUT FOR: Effort, continuing after a 
mistake.

SET UP: Make 3 teams and a square with 
cones
DESCRIPTION: Players work together to 
pass the ball around the other team. First 
team to make 5 consecutive or 20 total passes 
(whichever you may prefer) wins. Rotate 
teams accordingly
LOOK OUT FOR: individual roles within a 
team and its contribution to team success.

SET UP: two goals remain. One Ball

DESCRIPTION: 7v7 game. Split players 
into 3 teams and rotate if required,

LOOK OUT FOR: The effort of individuals 
or a team that are losing. 



Week 5 | Running with the ball | Resilience   
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Resilience: The capacity to recover quickly from difficulties; toughness.

DISCUSSION POINTS
Q. Is it good to overthink a mistake? How does it effect your emotions?
Q. What could you do instead? How should we handle our emotions?
Q. What aspects of your life change how you feel? How do you feel we can recover quickly?

WARM UP SKILL ACTIVITY EXPANDED ACTIVITY GAME

SET UP: Each player has a ball. One 
defender. Create endzone in a 30x30 space.

DESCRIPTION: Players run with the ball 
into space away from the defender and 
make their way into the endzone. If they get 
into the endzone without being tagged they 
achieve one point.
LOOK OUT FOR: Frustration of bring 
tagged. 

(1) Look around for the space to run into (2) keep the ball close to your feet, taking plenty of touches (3) Accelerate into the space to get away from a defender.

SET UP: 30x30 space. Half the players with 
a ball
DESCRIPTION: Players with a ball attempt 
to avoid those without a ball, while those 
without a ball attempt to steal and maintain 
the ball. Whoever has a ball after a certain 
amount of time gets a point.

LOOK OUT FOR: Intention to continue 
trying.

SET UP: Groups of 3-4

DESCRIPTION: Everyone with a ball in a 
straight line. First person dribbles the ball 
throughout the field and players behind must 
mimic their actions. Rotate positions 
accordingly

LOOK OUT FOR: Quick reactions to 
player ahead

SET UP: two goals remain. One Ball

DESCRIPTION: 7v7 game. Split players 
into 3 teams and rotate if required,

LOOK OUT FOR: if the ball is lost, how 
well can they work to get the ball back.



Week 6 | Shooting | Teamwork
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Teamwork: The combined action of a group of people, especially when effective and efficient

DISCUSSION POINTS
Q. How can working within a team help you to create greater success?
Q. Who could be considered as a teammate within soccer and in your life?
Q. Where else may working as a team help and support you?

WARM UP SKILL ACTIVITY EXPANDED ACTIVITY GAME

SET UP: Two teams, two GK`s in each 
goal. 20 x 20 space marked inside a 30x30. 
one ball each
DESCRIPTION: Each player in each team 
has a number. Coach will call a number for 
both teams. That player will leave the 
square and move towards goal to take a 
shot. 
LOOK OUT FOR: Listening to coach’s 
call of number

(1) Create the space and angle to see the goal (2) Use inside of foot for accuracy or laces for power (3) Standing foot placed next to the ball – strong base.

SET UP: Two separate stations with goals. 
Split players equally to each goal.
DESCRIPTION: One player will stand in 
front of the line and pass a give and go to the 
shooter. Shooter should take shot after no 
more than two touches. Rotate players 
accordingly.

LOOK OUT FOR: Understanding of roles 
and rotations

SET UP: 2 lines 30 yards from a goal. 
Handful of players by the goal.
DESCRIPTION: Player at goal plays the 
ball to two offensive players. Offensive 
players attempt to pass and beat the defender 
to shoot on the goalie. Defense moves to 
offense and vice versa.

LOOK OUT FOR: individual roles within a 
team and its contribution to team success

SET UP: two goals remain. One Ball

DESCRIPTION: 7v7 game. Split players 
into 3 teams and rotate if required. Players 
must make 3 consecutive passes before 
shooting the ball. If team losses possession, 
pass count goes back to 0
LOOK OUT FOR: Type of communication 
between teammates. Positive or Negative?  

1

12

2

3

3



Week 7 | Cross And Finishing | Self Awareness And Desire To Achieve 
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Perseverance: Willingness to do something despite difficulty or delay in achieving success

DISCUSSION POINTS
Q. Why is it important to continue working towards difficult tasks?
Q. How can perseverance help you with turning on the ball?
Q. What aspects to your life might require you to persevere?

WARM UP SKILL ACTIVITY EXPANDED ACTIVITY GAME

SET UP: Groups of four, one ball per 
group. 30x30 space.
DESCRIPTION: Players focus on passing 
and receiving freely. Children are asked to 
play 5 short passes. On the 5th pass, 
teammates spread  out for a long pass. Ball 
player makes a pass then teammates move 
closer to new ball player and repeat. 
LOOK OUT FOR: Communication and 
team support.

(1) Look around before turning with the ball to identify space (2) Use left foot to turn left and right foot to turn right (3) Accelerate after turn to next position

SET UP: 3 lines 30 yards out, ball in middle
DESCRIPTION: Middle player passes ball 
to left and follows the pass. Left player passes 
to the right player and follows the pass. 
Repeat until player has ball at end line. Player 
then crosses to other two players and one of 
them shoot.
LOOK OUT FOR: Realistic goal setting.

SET UP: 4 lines 30 yards out from goal.
DESCRIPTION: Ball starts on the outsides. 
Outside player will dribble to the end line 
while two middle players will make runs to 
the goal (one goes to front post and one goes 
to back post). Outside player crosses the ball 
for the middle players to finish
LOOK OUT FOR: Reflection and 
evaluation of goals.

SET UP: two goals remain. One Ball

DESCRIPTION: 3v3 game. Split players 
into 3 teams and rotate if required,

LOOK OUT FOR: Individual goal (# of 
passes, crosses, blocks, saves, etc).



Week 8 | Defending | Motivation, Passion And Movement Towards Goals 
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Perseverance: Willingness to do something despite difficulty or delay in achieving success

DISCUSSION POINTS
Q. Why is it important to continue working towards difficult tasks?
Q. How can perseverance help you with turning on the ball?
Q. What aspects to your life might require you to persevere?

WARM UP SKILL ACTIVITY EXPANDED ACTIVITY GAME

SET UP: 30 x 30 grid. Players in pairs. 
One ball per pair.

DESCRIPTION: Attacker (red) dribbles 
the ball followed by the defender (blue). On 
coach command, attacker turns and attempts 
to beat defender. Defender focuses on 
delaying the attack by backing off. 
LOOK OUT FOR: Defenders positioning 
and feet. 

(1) As a defender, stay on your toes and don’t get caught flat footed (2) know your space and direct attacker with your body angle (3) try to win ball on a attacker mistake. 

SET UP: Players lined up facing each other 5 
yards apart. Attacker with ball. 
DESCRIPTION: Attacker will move 
forwards with the ball. Defender focuses on 
arriving quickly to the ball and delays by 
moving backwards. Defender will move body 
to either side the attacker moves into. Reach 
the end and players rotate role.
LOOK OUT FOR: Defender not over-
committing, keep attacker in front. 

SET UP: 2 x 10x10 grids with 10 yard 
space between. Attacker wit ball, defender in 
front of two grids.
DESCRIPTION: Defenders goal is to stop 
the attacker going down the center using 
delay tactics and body positioning. Defender 
gets a point when attacker moves into grids 
or wins the ball.
LOOK OUT FOR: timing of tackle and 
decision making.

SET UP: two goals remain. One Ball

DESCRIPTION: 3v3 game. Split players 
into 3 teams and rotate if required,

LOOK OUT FOR: Defensive decisions 




